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Abstract

Traditional top down specialisation techniques are not optimal to spe-

cialise programs containing a lot of internal structure handling, such as

programs containing abstract data types or meta programs. In this ab-

stract, we discuss the di�culties top down specialisers have when special-

ising these kinds of programs. The di�culties arise from the fact that

unfolding works in a top down way, whereas some information ows in

a bottom up way. Therefore, top down techniques must be able to un-

fold deeply enough to reach the necessary information, and subsequently

be able to keep it during specialisation. We therefore propose a program

transformation phase, targeted to be interleaved with a completely general

and fully automatic top down partial deduction scheme, which consists of

propagating such structural information into a program P in a bottom up

way, thereby making the use of structure more explicit in the program,

resulting in a new program P

0

. We then argue that using P

0

instead of P

during top down unfolding o�ers many advantages for the quality of the

specialised program, as well as for the e�ciency of the specialiser.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Program specialisation is an important transformation technique capable of removing

certain ine�ciencies from programs [3, 12, 2]. This is achieved by computing some

parts of the program at specialisation time, and incorporating the results in a new,

specialised program. Since this new program has less computations to perform, in

general, it will be more e�cient.

In logic programs, data is represented by structures, which are handled by pred-

icates. In a lot of programs, some of the data structures are redundant, in the sense

that they are only used in the program itself, and not needed for communication with

the outside world (the user, e.g.). Examples are abstract data types, which are a useful

concept in software engineering to make programs more easy to maintain and reuse,
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and meta-programs, which are programs interpreting other (object) programs [1, 6, 15].

Most of the time, the user is not interested in the object programs themselves, but in

the result of their computations.

In spite of the advantages o�ered by the use of such structures, they have the dis-

advantage of slowing down program execution quite a lot. Automatic program special-

isation might present a solution to this e�ciency problem by removing such structures

(and thus the overhead caused by them) from the program. In this abstract, we in-

vestigate the information ow in programs handling such internal structure, examine

the di�culties traditional, top down specialisers have with them, and propose a new

scheme for specialisation, alternating top-down techniques with a transformation phase

on the level of the program, that can be seen as an upward propagation of program

structure.

In this abstract, we describe work in progress: rather than discuss in detail the

complete partial deduction scheme, we will concentrate on the program transformation

phase, focussing on the main ideas and motivations. Although the proposed technique

is completely general, it is speci�cally targeted to deal with programs containing a lot

of internal structure handling.

2 Information Flow in Logic Programs and the Prob-

lems with Top Down

2.1 Information Flow

In a typical logic program, information ows in two directions. Information ows in

a top-down manner, by means of an atom (predicate call) with its arguments instan-

tiated: the information ows from the call (via head uni�cation) into the body-atoms

of the predicate's de�nition. On the other hand, information ows bottom-up, when a

predicate is called with some free variables in the call, that are instantiated somewhere

during the resolution of the call. The information is then propagated upwards, back to

the clause in which the call happened, thereby typically instantiating its head or other

body atoms.

2.2 Problems with Top Down Specialisation

During top down specialisation, the two information ows are handled in the same

fashion: For a number of atoms [12, 3, 2] or conjunctions of atoms [8, 5, 7], an SLD-

tree is built, using the de�nition of the original program P and an unfolding rule U .

This presents some problems.

2.2.1 Unfolding Deeply Enough

Often, structure is handled in several layers, through several predicates. If then there

is some bottom up information ow, U must be capable of unfolding deeply enough in

order to obtain the information, such that (some) variables of the answer substitution

of the call get instantiated.

Example 2.1

list(X)  nil(X): nil([]):

list(X)  not nil(X): not nil([XjXs]):

In this example, to specialise a predicate using the abstract data type (ADT) for lists,

U must unfold all calls to the ADT, in order to get the information about the concrete

representation of the lists. While this might be trivial in this example, in general it

is not, certainly in case there are several, non determinate calls in conjunction, since

most unfolding rules will unfold quite conservatively in order to avoid a search space



explosion: they will e.g. not unfold atoms in a non-deterministic way that are not in a

leftmost position.

2.2.2 Repeated unfolding

Moreover, since U only uses the original program, these (sometimes identical) unfold-

ings will often have to be repeated. This is a crucial problem when e�ciency of the

specialiser is important. Consider example 2.1. In this example, in every call to any

predicate that uses the general list representation, the ADT will have to be completely

unfolded, sometimes more than once in the same SLD-tree.

2.2.3 Problems with Control

In order to keep the partial deduction �nite, two control issues [3, 14] must be handled:

at some point, one must decide where to stop building an SLD-tree (since this tree can

be in�nite). This issue is often referred to as local control. The second issue, known

as global control, involves choosing for which atoms (or conjunctions of atoms) in the

leaves of the former SLD-tree a new SLD-tree should be built, and which atoms should

be generalised. These issues are not only important in the context of termination, but

they also inuence the quality of the generated code, since a new predicate is generated

for each SLD-tree built. It is this SLD-tree that decides what the new predicate will

look like, and, more importantly, what structure it will handle.

Although both issues are quite related, it has not yet been fully sorted out how to

exploit their relationship during partial deduction.

� As was pointed out in [16], in the context of specialising meta interpreters (and

presumably other programs handling internal structure), the decision where U

should stop, should be inuenced by the consequences this decision has for the

generated code. [16] makes a �rst attempt to achieve this by using information

from the global level: when unfolding stops at an atom that causes a generali-

sation, [16] will unfold this atom carefully further to see whether this unfolding

results in a set of atoms for which generalisation is no longer necessary or leads

to less information loss. Although the method proposed in [16] is completely

general and achieves good results for a certain class of meta interpreters, the

latter is not the case for all programs dealing with internal structure.

� When generalising two atoms, sophisticated abstraction techniques take infor-

mation about the shape of the atoms' SLD-trees into account, by imposing the

common initial subtree on the generalisation [9, 10]. In most cases, precision is

gained since by this method, no branches are created in the SLD-tree of the gen-

eralisation that are not needed in the residual program. However, this common

initial subtree often ends on atoms that would (and should) be unfolded by U ,

thereby spoiling careful unfolding. Consider the following example, presenting a

fragment of a meta interpreter together with part of an object program.

Example 2.2

(1) solve(A)  clause(A;B); solve(B): (3) clause(ls([]); true):

(2) solve(true): (4) clause(ls([XjX

s

]); ls(X

s

)):

Consider the two atoms, solve(ls([])) and solve(ls([A; []])), together with their associ-

ated SLD-trees (T1 and T2) depicted in Fig. 1. Since the atom with predicate clause

present in T1 and T2 uni�es with di�erent clauses of the program (clauses (3) and

(4) respectively), the common initial subtree (cis) of T1 and T2 ends after one un-

folding step, at the selection of the atom with predicate clause. When the two atoms

are generalised into solve(ls(X)), the cis of T1 and T2 is imposed on the generalised

atom [9, 10] (see Fig. 2). As a result, this SLD-tree has a leaf with a call to clause,



clause(ls([]), B), solve(B)

solve(ls([]))
1

3

solve(true)

solve(ls([A []]))

clause(ls([A []]), B), solve(B)

solve(ls([]))

1

4

T1: T2:

Figure 1: SLD trees of solve(ls([])) (T1) and solve(ls([A[]])) (T2).

clause(ls(X), B), solve(B)

solve(ls(X))

1

Figure 2: The cis of T1 and T2 imposed on the generalised atom solve(ls(X)).

implying that a new SLD-tree for clause will be built, and the clause database will

be present (and used) in the specialised program, sometheing we surely want to avoid

when specialising meta interpreters.

3 Introducing Bottom Up Information Propagation

Given the problems described above, our goal is to present a new specialisation scheme,

targeted to specialise programs containing a lot of structure handling, that reduces res-

olution steps, not only in the residual program, but also during specialisation. There-

fore, we will de�ne a transformation that makes the use of structures more explicit in

a program, by propagating structure in a bottom up way.

Consider, again, example 2.2. The internal structure in this program fragment is

ls, handled by clause. Moreover, clause is de�ned only through facts, meaning that

if there is some bottom up information ow, it can start at clause. Let us therefore

propagate the de�nition of clause into the program, yielding P

1

:

P

1

: solve(ls([]))  solve(true): P

2

: solve

1

([]) solve

2

:

solve(ls([XjX

s

])) solve(ls(X

s

)): solve

1

([XjX

s

]) solve

1

(X

s

):

solve(true): solve

2

:

Since now the atoms with solve as predicate, as well as the heads of the clauses de�n-

ing solve have become more instantiated, we can apply an appropriate renaming and

structure �ltering transformation [4], yielding P

2

(after removal of the in this fragment

now unnecessary solve predicate). This renaming and structure �ltering enables us,

once more, to propagate the fact solve

2

into P

2

, resulting in the �nal program, P

3

,

which is the best result we can get.

P

3

:solve

1

([]):

solve

1

([XjX

s

]) solve

1

(X

s

)

Notice that in this example excellent specialisation was obtained, solely with bottom up

propagation of facts, together with a renaming and structure �ltering transformation.

In general, however, this will not be su�cient.

Propagating the de�nition of a predicate p into a clause de�ning a predicate p

0

,

is likely to enlarge the de�nition of p

0

. However, by this propagation, the heads of

the clauses de�ning p

0

can have become more instantiated (as clause (1) in the above

example). If there is a call to p

0

that is su�ciently instantiated in order to decide with

which clauses of p

0

it does unify (and with which it doesn't), by renaming, we can



create a new predicate for this particular call to p

0

, with possibly fewer clauses than

the original de�nition of p

0

. Moreover, since we know the exact call pattern of this new

predicate, we can apply structure �ltering [4]. This is the motivation for the following

de�nitions:

De�nition 3.1 For a program P and an atom A, P

A

denotes the set of clauses of P

with the head unifying with A, i.e. P

A

= fH  B 2 P j 9 a substitution � such that

H� = A�g.

De�nition 3.2 For an atom A and a program P , let p(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) = msg(fAg [ C),

where C = fH j H  B 2 P

A

g. Then, let p

n

be a fresh, unique predicate name,

and let C

0

denote the set of clauses fp

n

(s

1

; : : : ; s

m

)  B j H  B 2 P

A

such that

� = fX

1

 s

1

; : : : ; X

m

 s

m

g is a substitution and p(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

)� = Hg.

If then  = fX

1

 s

0

1

; : : : ; X

m

 s

0

m

g is a substitution such that p(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) =

A, we denote with (p

n

(s

0

1

; : : : ; s

0

m

); C

0

) the �ltered renaming of the atom A w.r.t. the

program P .

Consider a normal Vanilla meta interpreter, capable of resolving conjunctions of

atoms with as object program reverse with an accumulating parameter and a type

check [9] in example 3.3.

Example 3.3

P: solve(true):

solve((A;B))  solve(A); solve(B):

solve(A)  clause(A;B); solve(B):

clause(rev([]; L; L); true):

clause(rev([XjX

s

]; L;R); (ls(L); rev(X

s

; [XjL]; R))):

clause(ls([]); true):

clause(ls([XjX

s

]); ls(X

s

)):

Again, in this example, the objective is to get a new program in which no body

atom contains any internal structure (ls,rev,(; )). Propagation of clause yields:

P':solve(true):

solve((A;B))  solve(A); solve(B):

solve(rev([]; L; L))  solve(true):

solve(rev([XjX

s

]; L;R)) solve((ls(L); rev(X

s

; [XjL]; R))):

solve(ls([]))  solve(true):

solve(ls([XjX

s

])) solve(ls(X

s

)):

Unfortunately, the �ltered renaming transformation cannot remove all internal struc-

ture from the body atom solve((ls(L); rev(X

s

; [XjL]; R))), since its �ltered renaming

w.r.t. P

0

is (p

n

(ls(L); rev(X

s

; [XjL]; R)); fp

n

(A;B) solve(A); solve(B)g).

On the other hand, the original atom has become quite instantiated by the prop-

agation, and is thus a good candidate for top down processing. After one unfolding

step, the SLD-tree looks as depicted in Fig. 3.

solve(ls(L)),  solve(rev(Xs,[X|L],R))

solve((ls(L),rev(Xs,[X|L],R)))

Figure 3: part of SLD-tree of solve((ls(L); rev(Xs; [X jL];R)))



From a viewpoint that is concerned with termination alone, there is no reason

to stop unfolding at this point (since, e.g., there is no growing structure). However,

consider the code that would be generated if we stop the SLD-tree at this point. The

predicate associated with the SLD-tree of Fig. 3 is denoted by p

1

.

solve(true):

solve((A;B))  solve(A); solve(B):

solve(rev([]; L; L))  solve(true):

solve(rev([XjX

s

]; L;R)) p

1

(L;X

s

; X;R)

solve(ls([]))  solve(true):

solve(ls([XjX

s

])) solve(ls(X

s

)):

p

1

(L;X

s

; X;R) solve(ls(L)); solve(rev(Xs; [XjL]; R)):

wich can by �ltered renaming be transformed into:

solve

1

:

solve

2

([]; L; L) solve

1

:

solve

2

([XjX

s

]; L;R) p

1

(L;X

s

; X;R):

solve

3

([]) solve

1

:

solve

3

([XjX

s

]) solve

3

(X

s

):

p

1

(L;X

s

; X;R) solve

3

(L); solve

2

(X

s

; [XjL]; R):

Once more propagating the fact solve

1

into the program, yields, again, a program

that is equivalent (except for the intermediate call to p

1

) with the object program of

example 3.3.

Let us now describe the complete method as we used it in this example, without

going into details:

1. Starting from a program P , create P

0

by propagating the de�nition of predicates

that are de�ned only through facts into P , in order to make the use of structure

more explicit in the program.

2. Use P

0

for top-down processing the atoms in the bodies of the clauses of P

0

.

This top down processing constitutes the traditional partial deduction step of

building SLD-trees for the atoms.

3. Apply the de�ned renaming transformation to the body atoms of P

0

, resulting

in a program P

00

.

4. If this program needs further processing, start over from 1 with P replaced by

P

00

.

4 A More Re�ned Bottom Up Step

In the above example, our bottom up step consisted of merely propagating facts. This,

however, will in general not be su�cient. Consider the following example:

Example 4.1

s

5

(mammal): s

2

(cat;mammal) s

5

(mammal):

s

5

(X)  s

2

(X;Y ): s

2

(dog;mammal) s

5

(mammal):

In this program fragment, no predicate is de�ned only through facts. However: prop-

agating the de�nition of s

2

leads to P

1

.



P

1

: s

5

(mammal): s

2

(cat;mammal)  s

5

(mammal):

s

5

(cat) s

5

(mammal) s

2

(dog;mammal)  s

5

(mammal):

s

5

(dog) s

5

(mammal)

If now s

2

is not called from any other place in the program, the de�nition of s

2

can

be removed from the program. Moreover, if s

5

is only called with an instantiated

argument, �ltered renaming and removal of s

5

may yield P

2

.

P

2

: s

6

:

s

7

 s

6

:

s

8

 s

6

:

Once more propagation of s

6

will lead to new facts which can, perhaps, again be

propagated upwards.

This example illustrates the need for a more re�ned bottom up step. Consider

the atom s

2

(X;Y ) in example 4.1. Since all arguments in this call are variables, this

atom might be a good candidate for bottom up propagation, since it has no structural

information in its arguments to process top down. For the same reason, this atom can

not be used for structure �ltering. However, as example 4.1 illustrates, propagating

its de�nition can result in a program from which some structure can be removed by

structure �ltering.

However, when deciding whether or not to propagate an atom's de�nition in the

program, topics other than the abscence of structure in the arguments need to be

considered. Take for instance the following program fragment, taken from the residual

program of example 3.3.

solve

3

([]):

solve

3

([XjX

s

]) solve

3

(X

s

).

The body atom solve

3

(X

s

) should probably not be a candidate for propagation of

its de�nition, since doing so might endanger termination of the transformation phase.

Other important topics to consider when de�ning such a re�ned bottom up transfor-

mation phase are avoiding a search space explosion in the residual program, as well as

duplication of uni�cation over several clauses.

Notice also that integration of top down specialisation with the described trans-

formation phase is capable of removing intermediate predicate calls introduced by top

down processing. Reconsider the resulting program of example 3.3, where the body

atom p

1

(L;X

s

; X;R) can be considered as a candidate for propagation of its de�nition

thereby eliminating the redundant call to p

1

).

5 Discussion & Ongoing Work

As we have seen, upward propagation of information makes the structure handling

in a program P more explicit, resulting in a new program P

0

. A top down step can

pro�t from this by using P

0

instead of P in more than one way: since information

is propagated upwards, the top down processing will reach this information faster,

resulting in smaller SLD-trees, which is important e.g. in the context of generalisations.

Consider e.g. example 2.2: if clause is propagated and this new program is then

used to build the SLD-trees, when the common initial subtree is imposed, it can no

longer stop at a clause atom, since there is no longer such an atom in the SLD-trees.

Moreover, using the new program for top down specialisation can dramatically speed

up specialisation, since less work needs to be performed. Reconsider example 2.1: if

the concrete representation of lists is propagated in the program, the ADT itself exists

no longer, and thus the calls to it no longer need to be unfolded each time a list is used.



As example 3.3 illustrates, when the aim of partially deducing a program is removal

of unnecessary structure from it, it is bene�cial to target the unfolding strategy towards

this aim: instead of using solely a termination criterion in order to decide where to

stop building an SLD-tree, it might be a good idea to consider whether the constructed

partial SLD-tree is \good enough", by checking the amount of structure that is present

in the residual predicate created from it. Once more, this illustrates the need for a

more �ne-grained interaction between the local and global level of partial deduction.

Subjects of ongoing and future research are: formalising the above notions and

ideas, especially focussing on termination of the bottom up step, together with con-

trolling search space explosion and re�ning the unfolding rule, as illustrated in the

above examples.

In the examples given, applying the de�ned �ltered renaming transformation on the

body atoms of the program presented no di�culties, since the renaming was able to split

existing predicates in new, smaller de�nitions without duplication of clauses. However,

in case there are a lot of calls to the predicate, it might be that the transformation will

create too many new predicates. Therefore, also this transformation should be re�ned.

A last topic for future research we would like to mention is considering conjunctive

partial deduction [8, 7] which is capable of top down processing conjunctions instead of

single atoms.

Although the exact relationship with other bottom up techniques such as more

speci�c programs [13] and [11], which combines conjunctive partial deduction with a

more speci�c bottom up step, needs to be further scrutinised, our approach is quite

di�erent. In particular the technique of [11] uses abstract interpretation in order to

gather success information and propagate this into the resultant clauses. Its re�ned

analysis enables it to preserve information about atoms where msv or partial deduction

alone would not be able to. Our technique, on the other hand, is focussed at removing

internal structure from a program, by propagating structure information higher up in

the program, making its use more explicit, such that a �ltering transformation might

be able to remove it.
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